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Data Download Help Sheet 
www.southwest.coastalmonitoring.org 

All the data collected by the South West Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme is freely available from our 
website. The information below will help you to decide what data you require and also make working with the 
datasets easier.  

Topographic Surveys  
Topographic surveys are the most numerous and consistent data collection method used by the SWRCMP. 
Consistently collecting data along the same profiles lines ensures the collection of comparable data, which 
increases the value of the long term dataset.  

Topographic Interim Surveys (tip) 
Topographic interim surveys are conducted twice a year in spring and autumn for the majority of survey units 
(click here to see survey schedules for all of the units). Data are collected along discreet profiles enabling the 
visualisation of a cross-section of the beach (to find out the locations of the interim profile lines visit our 
Interactive Map). To find out more about survey types visit our website.  

When downloading data from the website interim surveys will be in *.txt format. Each file relates to a specific 
survey which is described in the name by survey unit and date: 

SURVEYUNIT_YYYYMMDDtip.txt              e.g. 6eSU4-4_20171006tip 

The locations and extents of the survey units can be found on the Interactive Map. The date relates to the last 
day of survey, if conducted over multiple days. Further details of the survey timescale can be found in the 
Survey Report that accompanies the data.  

The *.txt file contains the headers shown below and is sorted by Reg_ID to distinguish between profiles. Each 
row is a single data point with the listed attributes, details of which can be found in the survey Metadata. FC 
stands for Feature Code, which relates to the sediment type or terrain at the data point location. A full list of 
the Features Codes used can be found here.  

Tip: Before downloading data from the website, find out what survey unit you are interested in. If the polygon 
you have drawn crosses into another unit you have the option of downloading more data than you need.  

Topographic Baseline Surveys (tb) 
For the majority of survey units, baseline surveys are conducted once every five years during the spring survey 
season. Some survey units, which are of increased interest, also receive a repeat baseline every summer, to 
see which sites this includes look at the Survey Schedules or Interactive Map. Baseline surveys are comprised 
of both a continuous grid covering the entire survey unit (tb) and discreet profiles (tp). An increased number of 

http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/resources/survey-schedule/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/map-viewer/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/our-data/topographic-beach-profile-surveys/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/map-viewer/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/resources/survey-schedule/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/map-viewer/
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survey lines are used, in addition to the interim lines. This leads to a spacing of approximately 50m between 
profiles.  

When downloading baseline data from the website, the two components will be in separate *.txt files. The 
continuous data is split by Ordnance Survey tile, which is shown in the file name along with the survey date:  

OSTILE_YYYYMMDDtb.txt                                                 e.g. SW6423_20170329tb.txt 

The profile data is organised by survey unit (as with the interim data) which is shown in the file name along 
with survey date:  

SURVEYUNIT_YYYMMDDtp.txt                                         e.g. 6eSU4-4_20170329tp.txt 

The OS tiles covered by each survey unit are listed on the Interactive Map. The dates of both the continuous 
and profile data will be the last day of survey and should therefore both be the same. Because they are more 
labour intensive, it is more likely that baseline surveys would be collected over multiple days. Details of this 
will be available in the accompanying Survey Report.  

The *.txt file for the profile data will have the same configuration as the interim survey (shown above) albeit 
with an increased number of profile lines. The *.txt file for the continuous data contains only the location of 
the point measurement and FC, as shown below, allowing for the creation of a DEM.  

 

 

 

 

Tip: Before downloading data from the website, find out which OS tiles the survey unit you are interested in 
covers. Neighbouring survey units may cover separate areas of the same tile and be surveyed on different 
dates.  

Topographic Post-Storm (tpsp) 
Post-storm surveys are conducted, at the request of project partners, after a storm event when damage to a 
beach is expected to have occurred. The surveys are conducted on a reduced number of profiles, often 
fronting key strategic areas, which have been agreed with local stakeholders.  

When downloading data from the website the post-storm data will be in *.txt format. Each file relates to a 
specific survey which is described in the name by survey unit and date:  

SURVEYUNIT_YYYYMMDDtpsp.txt                              e.g. 6eSU6-2_20170209tpsp.txt 

The date of the survey will be as close to the culmination of the storm event as is safely possible. Profiles are 
also not required to reach the depth of MLWS, as in other surveys, as tidal levels might not be low enough and 
attempting to reach depth may be un-safe for surveyors. 

The *.txt file for post-storm surveys will have the same configuration as the interim survey (shown above) 
albeit with a decreased number of profile lines. 

 

http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/map-viewer/
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LiDAR Surveys 
LiDAR surveys offer a much greater coverage than topographic surveys as they are able to capture areas that 
surveyors cannot reach on foot. For more details on LiDAR data visit our website here. The entirety of the 
south west coast is captured using LiDAR once every five years, with more vulnerable and high priority sites 
being surveyed again in intermediate years. Click here to view the current LiDAR survey schedule.  

n.b. For organisational purposes the entire coast has been split into smaller regions known as polygons. These 
polygons then form the basis for the flight planning. Once an entire polygon has been flown the data is then 
split into the OS tiles described below.    

LiDAR data from the website can either be downloaded as a filtered digital terrain model (DTM) or unfiltered 
digital elevation model (DEM) format depending on your planned usage. Both formats originate from the same 
flight data but have undergone different processing procedures. If you have chosen to download both formats 
you will receive two identically named files only differing in the last letter:  

SX6443_20140402lidarf.asc             -          Filtered 
SX6443_20140402lidaru.asc            -          Unfiltered 

As well as different LiDAR products, the data can also be downloaded in different file formats. Depending on 
what software you are going to use to view and manipulate the data, either version may be suitable. There are 
therefore four versions of data to choose from: 

SX6443_20140402lidarf.asc             -          Filtered ASCII grid 
SX6443_20140402lidarf.txt              -          Filtered ASCII text 
SX6443_20140402lidaru.asc            -          Unfiltered ASCII grid 
SX6443_20140402lidaru.txt             -          Unfiltered ASCII text 

The LiDAR data is split by Ordnance Survey tile which is shown in the first part of the file name. The second 
part of the filename is the last day on which that tile was captured.  

As well as the raw data, the Survey Reports can also be downloaded. These will provide all the information 
regarding instrumentation, calibration, flight times and any miscellaneous information. It is important to note 
that although multiple copies are shown in the Basket, only one copy of the Survey Report should be needed 
per survey unit as only one is created per survey polygon.  

Tip: If you are planning on looking at a large stretch of coast, firstly try to establish what survey polygon(s) it 
falls within, rather than the OS tile. You can then begin to group the files by survey rather than specific date.   

Aerial Photography 
Orthorectified aerial photography of the entire south west coastline is captured every five years. Similar to the 
LiDAR, the coastline is split into capture polygons, which are flown independently before being split into OS 
tiles.  

Aerial photography from the website can either be downloaded in Red, Green & Blue (RGB) or False Colour 
Infrared (FCIR). These two products come from the same initial source and flight but have undergone different 
processing. Depending on what you are planning to use the images for, either may be appropriate. If you have 
chosen to download both formats you will receive two identically named files only differing in the last word: 

SX6443_20120918ortho.ecw                -               RGB  
SX6443_20120918FCIR.ecw                  -               FCIR 

http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/our-data/lidar-light-detection-and-ranging/
http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/LiDAR_Survey_Schedule_Phase3.pdf
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As well as the different products, the data can also be downloaded in different file formats. Depending on the 
software you are going to use to view and manipulate the data, either version may be suitable. There are 
therefore four versions of data to choose from: 

SX6443_20120918ortho.ecw                -               RGB  
SX6443_20120918ortho.eww              -               RGB 
SX6443_20120918ortho.tab                 -               RGB 
SX6443_20120918FCIR.ecw                  -               FCIR 

The aerial photography images are split into Ordnance Survey tiles, which is shown in the first part of the file 
name. The second part of the filename is the last day on which that tile was captured.  

As well as the raw data, the Survey Reports can also be downloaded. These will provide all information 
regarding instrumentation, calibration, flight times and any miscellaneous information. It is however important 
to note that although multiple copies are shown in the Basket, only one copy should be needed per survey unit 
as only one copy is created per capture polygon.  

 

Bathymetric Surveys 
Bathymetric surveys of the nearshore zone fill the gap between offshore charts and terrestrial surveys. Single 
beam bathymetry of the entire south west coast was completed prior to 2010. Since then, smaller sections of 
the coast have been resurveyed, either using single-beam or multi-beam as part of specific projects or 
schemes. To check when areas of the coast were surveyed download the Survey Date Spreadsheet.  

When downloading bathymetric data from the website it is important to distinguish between single-beam (h) 
and multi-beam (m) datasets, if multi-beam is available for your area of interest: 

SW7962_20070717hbs.txt            -                Single beam 
6eMU11_20080706mp.txt            -                Multibeam 

Depending on your intended use, either dataset may be suitable. However, it is also dependant on the time 
frame that you are interested in. Unlike the different LiDAR and aerial photography products, the single-beam 
and multi-beam data are not collected simultaneously so you may not have a choice of what data type to use.   

Multi-beam Bathymetry 
The multi-beam data is much more detailed than the single-beam, however it does cover a much smaller 
proportion of the south west coast. Similar to the topographic baselines, the multi-beam baseline data (mb) 
allows for the creation of a DEM. This data is available is three formats:  

SW5130_20080823mb.asc      -      ASCII Grid 
SW5130_20080823mb.txt       -      XYZ Points  
SW5130_20080823mb.sd        -      SD File 

The baseline files are split into Ordnance Survey tiles, which is shown in the first part of the file name. The 
second part of the filename is the last day on which data within that tile was captured. The suffix “mb” 
denotes that the file contains multi-beam bathymetry data. 

Using the same lines as the topographic data, profiles are extracted from the DEM. A greater number of lines 
are used than just the interim and baseline, although these are included. The multi-beam profiles are denoted 
by the suffix “mp” and are split by survey unit: 

http://southwest.coastalmonitoring.org/interactive-map/
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SURVEYUNIT_YYYYMMDDmp.txt                     e.g. 6eMU11_20080706mp.txt 

The locations and extents of the survey units can be found on the Interactive Map. The date relates to the last 
day of survey, if conducted over multiple days. Further details of the survey timescale can be found in the 
Survey Report that accompanies the data.  

Single-beam Bathymetry  
Single-beam bathymetry covers a much larger area of the south west coast than multi-beam. Like multi-
beam, the baseline data can also be used to create a DEM, however because of the survey method the 
interpolation is over a much larger area. The survey vessel will travel as close as possible to the profile lines 
taking soundings. The area between these profiles is then interpolated with profiles being extracted from the 
resulting DEM.  The single-beam baseline files can be distinguished by the suffix “hb”: 

SW7962_20070717hb.txt        -          XYZ point data 
SW7962_20070717hb.asc       -          ASCII Grid interpolated data 

If you choose to download the *.txt file you will receive only the collected data with spot soundings. However 
if you choose to download the *.asc file you will receive the interpolated grid. The baseline files are split into 
Ordnance Survey tiles, which is shown in the first part of the file name. The second part of the filename is the 
last day on which data within that tile was captured.  

Using the same lines as the topographic data, profiles are extracted from the DEM. A greater number of lines 
are used than just the interim and baseline, although these are included. The single-beam profiles are denoted 
by the suffix “hp” and are split by survey unit: 

SURVEYUNIT_YYYYMMDDhp.txt                     e.g. 6eMU11_20080706hp.txt 

The locations and extents of the survey units can be found on the Interactive Map. The date relates to the last 
day of survey, if conducted over multiple days. Further details of the survey timescale can be found in the 
Survey Report that accompanies the data.  
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